Researchers from nearly 4,000 institutions worldwide accessed 27 million abstracts and over 25 million articles in 2016. Whether the researchers and engineers at your institution or company are looking for the best physics research from around the world or want to get their research in front of the world’s leading scientists, AIP Publishing offers content that spans the physical science spectrum.

Institutions subscribing to journals licensed by AIP Publishing are entitled to free access to all of the services offered by AIP’s Physics Resources Center, providing the scientific community with resources that advance physics as a discipline and a profession.
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PUBLICATIONS – TITLES LICENSED BY AIP PUBLISHING

AIP Publishing
AIP Advances (Open Access)
Applied Physics Letters
APL Bioengineering (Open Access)
APL Materials (Open Access)
APL Photonics (Open Access)
Applied Physics Reviews
Biomicrofluidics
Chaos: An International Journal of Nonlinear Science
Chinese Journal of Chemical Physics – Co-Published with CPS (distribution outside of China)*
Computing in Science and Engineering
Journal of Applied Physics
The Journal of Chemical Physics
Journal of Mathematical Physics
Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data
Journal of Renewable and Sustainable Energy
Low Temperature Physics
Physics of Fluids
Physics of Plasmas
Physics Today
Review of Scientific Instruments
Structural Dynamics (Open Access) Co-Published with ACA
AIP Conference Proceedings
*Rolling subscription, not calendar year
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The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
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American Journal of Physics**
The Physics Teacher**
**Rolling subscriptions, not calendar year
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PRICING

Complete 2018 pricing information for AIP Publishing and AIP Member Society journals

AIP Publishing’s Pricing Philosophy
Over the course of the last few years, AIP Publishing has conducted a comprehensive review of its pricing, packaging, selling, and licensing approach. This has resulted in tighter cost controls on individual journal subscription rates, both online and in print.

We continue to work closely with the library community to maintain low annual price increases; we remain sensitive to the economic pressures facing libraries as well as those faced as society publishers. Backfile pricing is dependent upon the title(s) selected.

Tier Pricing
AIP Publishing’s current tiered pricing model has been established in order to offer equitable prices for online access to institutions of varying size and research intensity and ensure consistent relationships between tiers. Because it is not based on a usage model, it is important to remember that USAGE LEVEL DOES NOT IMPACT PRICE.

Tier Structure – Academic Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1</td>
<td>Two-year colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 2</td>
<td>Four-year colleges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 3</td>
<td>Universities under 25K FTEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 4</td>
<td>Universities over 25K FTEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 5</td>
<td>Institutions currently designated as Tier 5 or Tier 6 should review their status with their Regional Sales Manager or Chief Marketing and Sales Officer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Print Pricing
STM publishers are adjusting their pricing models to accommodate the continuing conversion of print subscriptions to online. This shift, while not unexpected, has resulted in price increases in order to maintain a viable print program.

Online + Print Pricing
Consult the 2018 AIP Publishing Institutional Price List

Combination Package Pricing
AIP Publishing offers discounted package pricing. Refer to the sections below on AIP Complete, PoP/PoF/JoR, and the AVS Package and the 2018 AIP Publishing Institutional Price List.

Multi-Year Pricing
The three-year agreement program provides customers with real price stability and predictability. Contact your Sales Manager for more information: +1 516-576-2413, +1 800-344-6902 or sales@aip.org.
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LICENSING OPTIONS
AIP Publishing offers single-site, multisite, and consortia licenses. Customers may order directly from AIP Publishing or via recognized agents. The sole agent in Japan is Kinokuniya Company Ltd.

Single Site License
Under the terms of a single-site license, which is contractually obliging, access is granted to authorized users at a localized site (one geographic location) that is under a single administration. No access from remote campuses or remote sites and no consortia or other forms of subscription sharing are allowed under this license.

Multisite License
Under the terms of a multisite license, access is granted to authorized users at multiple sites within an institution as specified in the agreement. A multisite fee applies.

Consortia License
AIP Publishing’s current consortium licensing model takes subscription spend and participating institution size into account. The following types of consortia are eligible:

- Geographic Consortia – Organizations in a specific geographic region or country
- Shared Parent Consortia – University systems that purchase for all of their libraries, major corporations that buy from one location for global access, government departments for use by their sub-departments
- Collective Negotiation Consortia – Groups formed to negotiate together as a single group but then may act individually in their purchasing decisions

UTLs (Unique Title Lists)
Because all members of a specific consortium may not subscribe to the same set of journals, consortia licensing takes cross access into account. This gives users at any member library access to titles licensed by other members, if stipulated by the license. Therefore, a standard component of the consortium agreement is a cross access fee.

Obtain a Quote
To obtain a quote, contact your sales representative or the AIP Publishing Sales Department at +1 516-576-2413 or sales@aip.org.

Trials
30-day free trials of current content are available upon request. Contact your sales representative or the AIP Publishing Sales Department at +1 516-576-2413 or sales@aip.org. Trials are activated within 24-48 hours after set up is completed.
SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
Subscription options are flexible so that specific information needs can be accommodated to create the best collection of content for users. License the whole collection, a combination package, selection by publisher, or individual titles.

Online subscriptions to AIP Publishing journals include access from 1999 (or inception if journal launched after 1999) to the current year. There are no gaps between online subscriptions and the AIP Digital Archives (refer to section below).

Combination Packages
Institutions that purchase multiple titles can save money by subscribing to AIP Complete, at a discounted rate. View the 2018 pricing available for these packages.

AIP Complete
AIP Complete (online only with extended backfiles or online+print with extended backfiles, 1930-current year) offers discounted pricing on the entire range of subscription-based journals from AIP Publishing, including Physics Today and AIP Conference Proceedings (online only).

Physics of Fluids / Physics of Plasmas/ Journal of Rheology Combination Package
Effective 2017, the Journal of Rheology was added to this combination package. Now offering three essential AIP Publishing titles at a discount, available options offered include: online only (1999-2016), online with extended backfiles (1958-2016), online+print (1999-2016), online+print with extended backfiles (1958-2016).

AVS Package
Surface Science Spectra and Biointerphases have now been added to the Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology A and the Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology B to comprise the AVS Package, available online (1999-current) and online+print, with the extended backfile option (1964-current).
Available Digital Archive Collections

**AIP Digital Archives**
AIP Digital Archives is comprised of 11 AIP Publishing journals dating back to Volume 1, Issue 1 (where available) plus the *AIP Conference Proceedings*. This extraordinary archive includes groundbreaking, seminal physics research from 1930-1998. Titles included are:

Journal of Chemical Physics (1933-1998)  
Journal of Mathematical Physics (1960-1998)  
Low Temperature Physics (1997-1998)  

*JLA is published by the Laser Institute of America in partnership with AIP Publishing

**Physics Today Digital Archive**
This archive provides unlimited access to *Physics Today* content from the first issue in 1948 through 1998.

**AVS Archives**
Expanding the AVS backfiles to include content published up to 1999 creates a richer Archives collection of seminal research that dates back to 1964 - now available as a lease or a one-time purchase.
AIP Publishing | Post Cancellation Access by Publication

AIP Publishing (AIP)

**Titles:** APL, APR, BMF, CHAOS, CONFPROC, JAP, JCP, JMP, JPR, JRSE, LTP, POF, POP, RSI

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 1999 term.

American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT)

**Titles:** AJP, TPT

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2013 term.

American Vacuum Society (AVS)

**Titles:** JVA, JVB, SSS, BIP

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2014 term.

Acoustical Society of America (ASA)

**Titles:** JSO

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2017 term.

Society of Rheology (SOR)

**Titles:** JOR

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2017 term.

Physics Today (PT)

**Titles:** PT

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2017 term.

Chinese Physical Society (CPS)

**Titles:** CJCP

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2013 term.

Laser Institute of America (LIA)

**Titles:** JLA

In the event subscriber lapses or cancels a title, Subscriber can claim online access to each year of content for which a paid subscription was maintained, beginning with the 2014 term. There is no charge for access provided the Subscriber has an active paid subscription to ANY AIP Publishing or society title. If Subscriber lapses all AIP Publishing or society titles, then AIP Publishing will charge an annual maintenance fee of $750 for continued online access to any
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previously subscribed material.

PLACING ORDERS

Conditions of Sale
All subscriptions must be prepaid unless payment terms have been negotiated and contractually specified. Subscriptions begin on January 1 unless otherwise indicated. All content published in AIP Publishing journals prior to 1999 is considered backfile content. All prices and publication dates are subject to change without notice.

Placing Orders
To place an order contact your sales representative or:

AIP Publishing
P.O. Box 503284
St. Louis, MO, 63150-3284 USA
+1 800-344-6902, Select Option 2 (Customers in the USA and Canada) or +1 516-576-2270
+1 516-349-9704 (Fax)
subs@aip.org

Unless otherwise noted, all orders and inquiries from Japan should be directed to:

Kinokuniya Company Ltd
Journal Department 3-7-10 Shimomeguro
Menguro-ku
Tokyo 153-8504
Japan
info@kinokuniya.co.jp or journal@kinokuniya.co.jp

To add journals to an existing institutional subscription please contact Customer Service at 1 800-344-6902, Select Option 2 (USA and Canada), 516-576-2270 (other locations) or subs@aip.org.
PAYMENT OPTIONS
Payment is required on all subscription orders submitted to the American Institute of Physics. Payment may be made via check or wire transfer. All payments must be made in US dollars (drawn on a bank in the USA).

Bank (Wire) Transfers
Payment by wire transfer should be routed as follows:

Bank:
Bank of America N. A.
730 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005 USA

ABA# for Wire Transfers: 0260-0959-3
ABA# for ACH Transfers: 0520-0163-3
Account #: 003927219434
Credit: American Institute of Physics
International Swift Code: BOFAUS6S

Include the Account and Order number shown on your invoice or renewal notice and instruct your bank to do the same. Also, please mark the invoice or renewal notice “PAID BY WIRE TRANSFER ON (enter date) by___________(Originating Bank Name)” and return it to AIP to assist in expediting your payment.

Although your order will not be marked as paid until the wire transfer is actually received, this information will help to insure proper credit and avoid any delays in processing.

NOTE: AIP Publishing will return payments that cannot be identified. Bank fees incurred as a result of electronically transferred payments are the sole responsibility of the customer. Bank of America does not charge to accept funds on AIP’s behalf.

Check
Payments by check should be sent to:

Letter mail:
AIP Publishing LLC
PO Box 503284
St. Louis, MO 63150-3284 USA

Packages shipped via a courier service:
Bank of America N.A.
Attn: P.O. Box 503284
LBX 4th Floor
800 Market Street
St. Louis, MO 63101 USA
+1 314-466-7591

Please return your invoice with payment and reference your Account number on all correspondence.
CANCELLATIONS / REFUNDS /CLAIMS POLICIES

Cancellations & Refunds
Requests for cancellations or refunds must be submitted in writing and received by March 1st (no refunds after that time). Refunds will be prorated and subject to a cancellation fee of $100.00. No changes can be made after that time.

Cancellation will result in the suspension of print issue dispatch and/or deactivation of online access.

Claims for Missing Issues
The first claim for a missing print issue will be met free of charge if made within 3 months of publication date for US customers and 5 months for rest-of-world customers. If additional claims for an issue are made, the single copy rate will apply.

Dispatch
Print Subscriptions shipped outside the USA and Possessions (American Samoa, Guam, Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Northern Marianas, Palau, Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands) are subject to additional shipping charges as shown in the Print Shipping Fees column of the 2018 pricing information for AIP Publishing and AIP Member Society journals.
ELECTRONIC ACCESS

Scitation.org is the home for full text of the journals, magazines, and conference proceedings published by AIP Publishing and publishing partner publications and hosts nearly one million articles. Since December 2016, www.scitation.org has been bringing all users and administrators an improved service and updated reading experience.

Platform Benefits

• **New page design** - for better article readability
• **Optimized display** - across mobile devices and browsers
• **Improved speed** – faster navigation and search functionality
• **New figure viewer** – making it easier to explore visual content
• **Improved linking** - plus free access to all supplementary material
• **Collaboration tools** - simplifying sharing with colleagues and across social networks
• **Rebuilt library admin access site** - for more efficient account management

An account on [www.scitation.org](http://www.scitation.org) is required to complete online purchases. Once set up, admins will be able to manage their account. Users can login using Shibboleth or Athens (users in the UK) if enabled by their institution, or via **username and password**. Please encourage your users to register their personal account in order to create and manage alerts, maintain lists of favorites, and save searches.

Scitation's pages are served via Akamai's global Content Delivery Network (CDN) to ensure best service to our customers. We are unable to provide a list of specific IP addresses from which our content is served.

Browser Support

• Scitation supports the two most current versions of the most widely used browsers on our platform. This currently includes Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and Edge/IE.
• AIP Publishing is not responsible for any compatibility issues which may arise due to software updates in future versions of these or other browsers. We will, however, take reasonable steps to correct any issues whenever possible.

KBART Listing - Click on [this link](http://www.scitation.org) to download a complete list of titles in Scitation.
**Scitation Help Desk:**
help@scitation.org
1 800-344-6902, Select Option 1 (USA and Canada)
1 516-576-2664 (other locations)
Office hours are Monday through Friday (except holidays) from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST

**Service Level**
AIP Publishing endeavors to provide online service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The length and effect of any planned downtime necessary for service upgrades will be minimized and announced in advance. AIP Publishing is not liable for any delay, transmission error, software or equipment incompatibilities, force majeure, or other failure of performance. AIP Publishing will use all commercially reasonable efforts to correct any material performance problems brought to its attention as quickly as possible and may suspend performance pending such correction.

**Accessibility**
AIP Publishing is committed to providing Scitation access to the widest possible audience. We have aimed for WCAG 2.0 AA compliance with the Web Accessibility Initiative recommendations (WAI) and compliance with Section 508 Amendment to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. We strive to maintain compliance as we develop new features and update our displays. Full guidelines on WAI compliance can be found at www.w3.org/WAI.

**DIGITAL PRESERVATION**
AIP Publishing will retain in an archive all electronic information published by AIP Publishing and AIP Member Societies. The archive will include all AIP Publishing-owned primary publications hosted on Scitation, including multimedia elements of journal articles that have been judged by peer review as being essential to the understanding of the article. Original source materials will not be altered, except in extraordinary cases of production errors or similar situations, in which case there will be a clear record of the change. Source material may be annotated or supplemented by clearly noted errata, references, and other developments that may occur subsequent to original publication.

AIP Publishing will hold a primary source material archive and be responsible for the periodic refresh of this archive (to assure its continuing availability) and its replication to additional archives. The primary source material archive will not be used for active delivery. At least one complete archive will be maintained outside AIP Publishing at a site separate and distant from the primary archive.

AIP Publishing will ensure access to relevant retrospective archives via subscriptions or other means. If publication of a journal is terminated, AIP Publishing will continue to maintain and migrate that journal’s database archive and will charge appropriate access fees.

The archive will be reviewed for refreshing or migration to new information formats at appropriate intervals. The initial archive material will be in the predominant current standard with suitable current standard-based storage formats for figures, page images, and other information forms as they develop. Information will be migrated to new formats when current formats are in danger of becoming obsolete or unsupportable, or when new formats provide substantial improvements in features with no loss of content.

In addition, AIP Publishing has digital preservation agreements in place with Portico and CLOCKSS.
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OPEN ACCESS POLICY
AIP Publishing actively supports sustainable models of access that ensure the integrity and permanence of the scholarly record. Open Access options include “Gold” open access, whereby publication is funded by an article processing charge paid by the author or another sponsor, or the hybrid, AIP Author Select®. In both AIP Publishing’s Gold and hybrid options, our authors retain their copyright and publish their work under a Creative Commons license.

AIP Publishing has endorsed and supports the STM statement on Open Access. In accordance with that statement AIP Publishing believes that authors should be able to publish in the journal of their choice, where publication will have the greatest potential to advance their field. Institutions and funders play a key role in ensuring that public access policies allow for funding of peer-reviewed publication and publishing services in whatever journal an author chooses.

AIP Publishing has also endorsed and supports the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) directive of 22 February 2013 to federal agencies. This directive, calling for funding agencies to develop plans for increased public access to the results of federally-funded scientific research, aligns with our mission to ensure the widest possible access to the best scientific information while recognizing the need for sustainable business models in scholarly publishing.

AIP Publishing continues to work in tandem with representatives from the library and academic communities to develop pragmatic, sustainable solutions to public access to federally funded research.

AIP Publishing adopts CC BY 4.0 for Open Access articles.

AIP Publishing “Gold” Open Access Journals
Maximizing the value and reuse of the results of scientific research, AIP Publishing’s growing list of peer-reviewed Gold open access journals include:

- AIP Advances
- APL Bioengineering
- APL Materials
- APL Photonics
- Structural Dynamics (in partnership with ACA)

“Green” Open Access
AIP Publishing and the following partner publishers also support Green Open Access:

- Acoustical Society of America
- American Association of Physics Teachers
- AVS: Science and Technology of Materials, Interfaces, and Processing
- Laser Institute of America
- The Society of Rheology

Although individual policies vary by society, most allow authors to self-archive the Version of Record (the final AIP Publishing-prepared version (PDF) of their article) on their own or employer’s website, and post the Author Accepted Manuscript on free-access e-print servers such as arXiv.

ACCESS & ENTITLEMENTS
www.scitation.org
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Permitted Use
Authorized users are permitted unlimited online access to the material licensed and may download, save, or print text, search results, or other information solely for their private use or research. Authorized users may only use this online access in a way that conforms with all applicable laws and regulations.

The Publisher of each AIP Publishing or AIP Member Society online journal grants authorized users permission to use brief quotations from the content of the online journals with the customary acknowledgment of the source, and to copy and transmit content from individual articles in “person-to-person” and non-systematic scholarly exchanges of information between authorized users and specific individuals.

Faculty at subscribing institutions may include articles from the licensed material in anthologies (coursepacks) in print or digital form for their use in connection with classroom instruction or in reserves (print or digital) set up by Consortium libraries for access by authorized users in connection with specific courses. Copies of items in digital form that are included in online coursepacks or reserves will be deleted by the Consortium or its Members after the end of the semester in which the related course concludes.

Altering, recompiling, reselling, publishing, or republishing of any journal text, search result, or other information from the licensed materials, or any portion thereof, in any form or medium, is prohibited.

Institutional Active Subscriber Access
Usage rights of active institutional subscribers will be governed by the terms of the then current Subscriber Agreement, a signed copy of which must be on file. A subscription fee for the current term must also have been paid. Distribution to parties beyond that defined in the Subscriber Agreement may be permitted upon explicit agreement with AIP Publishing. Additional rights may be provided to institutions purchasing extended access methods.

Institutional Post-Cancellation Access
Upon request and approval, institutional subscribers who do not renew any publications available from AIP Publishing will continue to have online access to the content (published from 1999-present) for which they held a paid subscription to that title. Customers with no current paid subscriptions may retain online access to such previously subscribed material for an annual fee; there is no fee for customers with a current paid subscription to any AIP Publishing journal. This policy does not apply to the backfile included with a current-year subscription unless the subscriber held a paid subscription to that title for the year(s) in question; nor does it apply to any year prior to 1999.
Interlibrary Loan
AIP Publishing-prepared electronic article files may not be transmitted in their original digital form to any other institution or to a non-Authorized user. A hard copy printed from the electronic files of the journal(s) may be supplied to another institution by mail or fax or secure transmission using Ariel or its equivalent, whereby the electronic file is deleted immediately after printing, provided the institution is not-for-profit and within the same country as the Subscriber. The supply of such copies must conform to CONTU guidelines or similar restrictions to "fair use" provisions under copyright law.

Copyright
AIP Publishing and the AVS now allow authors to retain copyright to their articles. Authors sign an exclusive license to publish agreement that grants the publisher the necessary rights it needs to publish and disseminate the work. Other Member Societies hold full copyright to the content published in their journals. Please refer to the individual articles for notice of copyright ownership. All content is subject to the applicable copyright, database protection, and other rights of the stated owner and Publisher under the laws of the United States and other countries. Unauthorized copying or redistribution of any licensed content is a violation of copyright laws. Copyright notices may not be removed, obscured, or modified in any way.

Creative Commons License
(AIP Advances, APL Bioengineering, APL Materials, APL Photonics, Structural Dynamics, Author Select Articles)
Authors publishing articles using the AIP Author Select® option, and authors publishing in AIP Advances, APL Bioengineering, APL Materials, APL Photonics, and Structural Dynamics, retain their copyright and agree to license their work under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License.
MANAGING YOUR ACCOUNT

Library Resource Center
The Library Resource Center offers a wide range of materials and tools, including user guides, posters, email templates, banner ads and web-ready text to help you manage and promote your online subscriptions. You can access the Library Resource Center via the Librarians tab on publishing.aip.org or at the bottom of www.scitation.org. From the Library Resource Center, administrators can:

- View current pricing and licensing policies
- Download marketing / user awareness materials
- Access usage reports
- Download promotional material
- View the latest Library Matters newsletter
- Link to AIP Publishing’s KBART file and list of AIP Conference Proceedings
- Learn about new products and offers

Upon logging in with your Admin ID, the admin tools are displayed. You can access account information and make updates to your account, including:

- Manage IP ranges
- View licensed content
- Manage administrator access to the account
- Access usage reports

PARTNERSHIPS
AIP Publishing is partnering with the following organizations:
USEFUL CONTACTS

Customer Service
AIP Publishing
Circulation and Fulfillment
Division 1305 Walt Whitman
Road, Suite 300 Melville, NY
11747-4300 USA*
+1 800-344-6902, Select Option 2 (USA and Canada)
+1 516-576-2270
subs@aip.org
Office hours are Monday through Friday (except USA holidays) from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST

Customer Service (Japan)
Kinokuniya Company Ltd
Journal Department
3-7-10 Shimomeguro,
Menguro-ku Tokyo 153-8504,
Japan
info@kinokuniya.co.jp or journal@kinokuniya.co.jp

Scitation Help Desk and Access Issues
1 800-344-6902, Select Option 1 (USA and Canada)
1 516-576-2664 (other locations)
help@scitation.org
Office hours are Monday through Friday (except holidays) from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. EST

Rights & Permissions
+1 516-576-2268
rights@aip.org

Institutional Sales
+1 800-344-6902, Select Option 4 (USA and Canada)
+1 516-576-2413
sales@aip.org